
1. MOVEMENT PHASE
At the start of a phase the Attacking Team chooses
whether to HOLD UP play or DRIBBLE.

HOLD UP (Always After Kick Off ).
The player in possession does not move. Move all players 
involved in the attacking move up to their movement stat. 
The Defending team then attempts to mark attacking
players and may leave players to try close down the player 
in possession of the ball. Move any other players not involved 
in the attacking or defending up to 2 spaces (attacking team 
moves all players fi rst).

DRIBBLE
Player in possession moves fi rst with the ball up to his movement 
stat. The defending player may try to mark this player fi rst with as 
many players as he wishes, but only two opposition players may 
end up in base to base with the ball carrier.
Move all players involved in the attacking move up to their 
movement stat. Defender marks attacker’s players. Move any 
other players not involved in the attacking or defending move 
up to 2 spaces (attacking team moves all players fi rst).

MARKING
When an attacking player moves, defending players may 
attempt to mark up to one player each phase by making a 
marking roll against their own marking stat. Once all attempts 
to mark an attacking player have taken place and another 
player from the attacking team moves, all attacking players 
that have previously moved this phase may no longer be 
marked during the current phase.

TACKLING
If a defender ends the movement part of the phase in base-
to-base contact with a player with the ball, he may attempt to 
tackle him. To attempt a tackle, a defender makes a strength 
roll. If this is a success, the player with the ball must also 
make a strength roll. If he fails, the defender has won the 
ball and the attacker is placed prone. If the defender fails his 
strength roll, the attacker may pass or shoot without need for 
a strength roll. A player with the ball may only be tackled up to 
two times per phase.

SAVING A SHOT 
If a shot has hit the target, the Goal Keeper makes a Save 
Roll. Roll one D20. A roll equal to or below the fi rst number 
means the Goal Keeper has caught the ball. The Goal Keeper 
may then choose to kick or throw the ball. A roll equal to the 
second number or between the two numbers means the Goal 
Keeper has saved the shot but spilled the ball. Flip the Corner/
Spilled Save counter. If the result is a Spilled Save, roll a D20 
and consult the rebounds and spilled saves table to see where 
the ball lands. If the ball hits the post/crossbar, or is spilled by 
the Goal Keeper, the Goal Keeper is placed prone. A Save roll 
failure means a goal has been scored. 

GOAL KICKS AND DROP KICKS
Players reset their teams as quickly as possible. When the 
player in possession is ready, he says ‘Go’. The defending 
player may then reposition up to 2 more players. After this any 
players from the opposition team are moved outside the edge 
of the box if it is a Goal Kick. Both types of kick are a long 
pass normally up to 18 spaces away.

GK SHORT PASSES & THROWS 
A Goal Keeper may throw a ball up to 10 spaces. 
The receiver of the ball doesn’t need to make a control roll to 
keep possession of the ball. If the ball is passed to the Goal 
Keeper, he may choose to make a normal short pass of up 
to 7 spaces.

DEFENSIVE PLAYER ACTIONS

GOALKEEPER ACTIONS

2. ACTION PHASE
After all movement has taken place, defender(s) try to win 
the ball by tackling if able. If there is no tackle or the tackle is 
unsuccessful, the attacker attempts to pass the ball or shoots 
himself, after which the phase ends (unless the player that 
receives the pass shoots instantly).
If at any point possession swaps to the other team, play 
moves to action phase if it is not already the action phase.

3. END OF PHASE
At the End of Phase, both players may discard up to their 
entire hand of Event Cards. If they do, they draw cards up to 
their maximum hand size (normally 5).

The team in possession leads play & declares movement.

GAME PHASES
The Beautiful Game TCG is played in three phases. 
A phase consists of...

END OF PHASE
Drawing of 
event cards

MOVEMENT 
Movement of 

players

ACTION
Tacking, passing

& shooting

KICK OFF
Decide who is the home team and who is the away team.
Kick off  is decided by fl ipping the home/away token.
One or two players must be standing in the centre of the pitch 
to kick off . The player who kicks off , MUST SHORT PASS 
the ball - which is an automatic success, to a player who then 
MUST HOLD UP the ball during the next phase.

RULES
SUMMARY
SHEET
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